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ABSTRACT
The spread of infectious diseases such as the Corona pandemic highlighted the need to share the medical records
of patients among various health institutions, so the doctor can, check the patient health record and know if the
patient suffers of any chronic or allergic diseases before examination. While patients' privacy must be preserved,
the researcher suggested a system for authentication of users by fingerprint, in order to verify the identity of who
has access to the patients' files, based on deep conventional neural network. The proposed model was simulated
using MATLAB simulator, trained using CASIA-FingerprintV5 and tested using SDUMLA-HMT. Five
classifiers were implemented in addition to the proposed model for evaluation purposes Support Vector
Machine, Linear Discriminant Analysis, combined learning vector quantization, Multilayer Perceptron and
Restricted Boltzmann Machine. Results indicated that the proposed model outperformed the other classifiers in
sensitivity with 99.02% and accuracy with 99.06 % while RBM has achieved equality with the proposed model
in precision with 100% and specificity with 100%.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

healthcare systems have a vital and
continuing responsibility for people`s health
including individuals, families and societies
everywhere. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), every healthcare system should
be directed to achieve three overall goals enhancing
health while taking into consideration, reducing the
costs of expensive medical bills, responding well to
what people expect of it, responding equally to
everyone, without any discrimination [1][2].
Healthcare Information System (HIS), is an
integral part of the healthcare system, connotes a
system prepared to manage healthcare data. This
involves systems that collect, store, manage and
transmit a patient's electronic health record (EHR),
operational hospital management, or a system that
supportshealthcare policy decisions [3-5].
Internet of Thing (IOT) can automate patient
care workflow with healthcare mobility solution and
modern technologies help. IOT allows many benefits
to healthcare systems including as shown in Fig 1
interoperability,
peer-to-peer
communication
between machines, information reciprocity, and data
movement that delivers healthcare service effectively
[6][7].
However it is difficult to store and manage
huge amount of data sent by healthcare device in
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short time owing to their real-time application, if
the access to cloud is unavailable. Cloud of ehealthcare is the virtual resources and application
processes which is considered transparent to users
that are interested with standard health records and
don’t need to know where data is physically stored.
The cloud means that application can be accessed
at any time andeverywhere through internet [8-10].
In spite of all of this, electronic healthcare
systems consider critical and require many of
information, many of data and computing power.
Physicians need the medical history of patients.
Patients move to different investigations, supposing a
high rate exchange of data between departments of
medical units. Therefore, Physicians need a full view
of patient medical information for providing a
complete and accurate treatment. Also when a patient
moves from hospital to hospital, therefore he needs
to have all his medical records and reports with him
that is hard to be possible especially in emergency
cases [11][12].
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Figure 1. Healthcare information system based IOT
[7]

Figure 2. The proposed model architecture

Based on many real cases the researcher as
an information technology specialties working in
public hospital has faced, he noticed that sharing
patients records between hospitals based on the IOT
healthcare system can be a great benefit to patient to
make it easier for him to receive medical care in any
hospital around the kingdom without worrying about
his medical records or his history which represent a
main cause of different medical faults.
Based on that the researcher proposes, a user
authentication system shown in Fig 2, allowing
physicians to access patients records in any hospital
around the Kingdom of Saudia Arabia (KSA) without
breaching patient privacy using physician and patient
fingerprints taking into consideration that the
physician to access the file the patient should be
registered in the same medical facility the physician
work in.
Through the proposed model if a patient has
entered any medical facility for emergency case, the
physician in this facility will need to grant access to
the patient EHR stored on the cloud of the IOT
system. So the physician fingerprint and the patient
fingerprint will be used to grant access to the
physician or access will be denied. Access will
denied in case of any fraudulent tried to access
patient EHR or even if the physician is not working
in a medical facility the patient has checked in it to
keep the patient privacy.
This paper is organized in into five sections..
Section two introduces the literature review of
authentication models and biometrics. Section three,
introduces the proposed model in details. Section 4
presents the simulation settings and section five
presents results and discussion. Finally section six
outlines conclusions.

2.1
Healthcare Information System
Authentication
In this section we will introduce and discuss
some of the data access control in healthcare systems
based IOT studies. As Boonyarattaphan et. al., in
[13] offered a cost-effective framework based on two
risk adaptive authentication techniques and different
encryption algorithms, for e-health authentication and
data transfer. The framework consists of efficient
protocol architecture for an e-health service; to deal
with data of different levels of importance, and to
achieve the required security requirements for ehealth applications. Results indicated that the
proposed
model
has
effectively
reduced
computational complexity and delay in e-health
communications.
Jun Zhou et. al., in [14] introduced an
authorized accessible privacy model where
physicians could be authorized by patients in
different including levels direct authorization of
physicians and indirect authorization
of
physicians.
However
the
unauthorized
individuals in medical consultation can also decipher
the personal health information or verify patients'
identities through satisfying the access tree with their
own attribute sets based on a new technique of
attribute-based designated verifier signature. Results
indicated that the proposed scheme is resistible to
different types with acceptable communication and
storage overhead computational complexity.
Moosavi et. al., in [15] proposed a secure
and efficient authentication and authorization IoTbased healthcare architecture based on distributed
smart e-health gateways. Due to hardware limitations
of medical resources sensor, it is not feasible to
use traditional encryption in health care based on the
Internet of things. In addition, Internet gateways
focus only on current things simple tasks without
dilution of authentication and licensing challenges.
The proposed architecture relies on the
certificate- based DTLS handshake protocol as the
effective solution to secure IP in IoT. Results
indicated that the proposed architecture outperformed
the state of art in security especially in denial of

II.
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service attacks confrontation in addition to reducing
communication
overhead
by
26%
and
communication latency from the smart gateway to the
end-user by 16%.
Azaria et. al., in [16] proposed a
decentralized record management system to secure
electronic health records using Leveraging unique
block-chain through which medical stakeholders can
act as miners. The proposed system simply can
provide
authentication,
confidentiality,
and
accountability to authorized stakeholders when
accessing and aggregating patient sensitive
information.
In the same year, Kuo-Hui Yeh in [17]
offered secure crypto-primitives IoT-based healthcare
system, operating through body sensor network
architecture. The proposed system mainly depends on
constructing two communication mechanisms for
achieving confidentiality and authentication of
transmission between the local processing unit and the
backendbody sensor network server.
Kahani et. al., in [18] proposed an
information access method based on a zeroknowledge protocol combined with two-stage keyed
access control to achieve authentication in cloudbased e-Health systems. The proposed method
authenticates users based on their privileges on the
system through, a two-step combination of derived
unrivaled key per transaction management schema
and public key encryption. Results indicated that the
proposed method outperforms the state of art in
processing a high number of concurrent
authentication requests in terms of acceptable time
complexity.
Liu & Chung in [19] introduced a user
authentication scheme based on smart cards and
passwords and to facilitate security and privacy
protection, during the physician examination of the
patient. In addition, a secure cryptosystem was
applied for establishing a data transmission
mechanism. Results indicated that the proposed
scheme outperforms the state of art in confronting
impersonation, replay, and password guessing and
stolen-verifier attacks.
Kumari et. al., in [20] introduced a scheme
based on elliptic curve cryptography and bilinear
paring to overcome users’ private key leakage, user
impersonation attacks, lack of authentication between
trusted authority and sensor nodes, replay attack,
Denial of Service attack and forgery attack. Based on
the authors’ claims, the results of their proposed
scheme clarified its safety against well-known
attacks.
2.2

Biometric Traits
Authentication based on biometrics recently
became widespread in private and public security
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systems, consumer electronics and point-of-sale
applications. Using a biometric trait as an
authenticator provides many benefits as there are no
passwords or tokens to retain. Many studies have
been proposed to investigates and discuss the role of
biometrics in authentication process as Ju et. al., in
[21] introduced authentication model based numeric
password and fingerprint authentication system as the
user can change the password easily but not the
fingerprint information, so this authentication system
provides security and flexibility.
Also in [22] Kumar et al., proposed a user
authentication model based fingerprint and the
keystroke dynamics of the password entry. The
proposed model involved three stages first to Login
using Username and password; second Fingerprint
and third the Keystroke. Results showed that the
proposed model achieved superiority over that state of
art.
In [23] Kumar et al. proposed a fingerprintmatching algorithm based on extraction of the
orientation features of the Region of Interest
fingerprint. Their proposed algorithm used Euclidean
Distance to determine the distance between the
extracted orientation features and the stored images
of fingerprints.
Jain and Prasad in [24] proposed a dynamic
clustering-based fingerprint-indexing scheme where
Su et al. in [25] proposed a learning-based fingerprint
pose estimation algorithm for indexing fingerprints
into a common finger coordinate system. Anush et
al.
[26]
proposed
an
adaptive
latent
fingerprint segmentation method based on random
decision classification.
Okokpujie et al. in [27] introduced a
combined model of the fingerprint, pin and password
to 0secure customers payment for purchasing staff.
The results indicate that the proposed model has a
zero false match and false non-match rate achieving
superiority over the state of art.
Hammad & Wang in [28] proposed a
convolution neural network model based ECG and
fingerprint for human authentication. The QGaussian multi support vector machine (QG-MSVM)
was used as a classifier to improve the performance
of the authentication stage. The proposed model was
trained and tested using PTB and LivDet2015
databases for the fingerprint. Results indicated
that the proposed model achieved superiority over
the state of art in efficiency, robustness and
reliability.
2.3
Healthcare System Authentication based
biometrics
Recently many studies have been proposed
to discuss the ability of making use of biometrics in
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securing and authenticating data access control in
healthcare information systems especially in the
cloud layer. As in [29] Kumar et. al., introduced an
authentication schema based on biometrics for Naked
hospital environment. The proposed schema
allowed patients to get health services from smart and
intelligent surroundings of hospital without using
explicit gadgets while considering protecting his
identity privacy. Results indicate that the proposed
schema has confronted different insider attacks,
replay attacks and identity privacy among others.
Kwao et.al., in [30] introduced a schema
based on local minutie features and fast stereo
matching algorithm. This proposed schema tries to
verify a user based on matching his fingerprint with
the fingerprints stored in the system database to
classify him as authorized or fraudulent. Results
indicated that the proposed schema achieved a
compromise between time and space complexity and
recognition accuracy. Hamidi in [31] proposed an
IoT standard smart healthcare model based on
using biometric traits to provide authentication to
patient’s data. The proposed model aims at providing
users, ease of use of the system in addition to
increasing the capacity of data.
Results indicated that the proposed model
outperforms the state of art in securing data access on
IoT smart healthcare systems while providing fast
identity recognition of users.
Hathaliya et. al., in [32] investigated using
biometrics to control patients EHR access from any
location. The proposed schema confronts different
security threats on accessing EHR from the
repository of database. The Automated Validation of
Internet Security Protocols tool is utilized for the
verification of the proposed schema, results indicated
that the proposed schema outperforms the state of art
in reducing time and space complexity of the
communication process.
Also in [33] Hathaliya et. al., introduced an
information healthcare system based on mobile
devices. The proposed system allowed selfauthentication of patients utilizing mobile and
wearable devices biometric scanners. In the nest step
the patient will be re-verified by the cloud server
after the mutual authentication. Results indicated that
the proposed system outperforms the state of art in
reducing space and time complexity of
communication in addition to providing greater
security to the patients.

III.

1.
2.
3.

Preprocessing stage
Matching stage
Majority check of
authentication

patient

and

physician

3.1

Preprocessing stage
Through this stage, Fingerprint images were
prepared for the recognition stages through four main
steps equalization, binarization, region of interest
(ROI) detection and image thinning. The equalization
of the fingerprint is done using histogram because of
the low quality of fingerprint images and the need to
enhance between ridges and valleys contrast. After
the equalization fingerprint images is binarized to
become black and white image in order to be able to
proceed with the ROI process.
In ROI step, the fingerprint as a region of
interest to extract features from is detected to finally
turn images to a connected skeleton of unit width or
to thin them. These four steps mainly aim to frame
the variation of the features values between
fingerprint images to facilitate the matching process.
Fig 3 clarifies all these four preprocessing steps in
details.

Figure 3 .The Proposed Model Stages
3.2

Matching stage
Through the matching stage the fingerprints
of the patient and the physician are used to find a
match for each one in the patterns stored in the
medical facility dataset. Through this stage we have
used the Deep Conventional Neural Network
architecture (DCNN) as it is one of the most
successful deep learning architectures in image
analysis.

PROPOSED MODEL

The proposed model identifies physician using his
fingerprint and confirms patient acceptance of
allowing physician to access his EHR through patient
fingerprint. Figure 3 we can see that, the proposed
model mainly includes two stages
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Figure 4. DCNN proposed network
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Through the proposed CNN architecture the
fingerprint image, goes through a series of
convolutional, nonlinear, pooling and fully connected
layers, to get an output. Mainly the proposed CNN
architecture (shown in Fig 4) has four convolution
layers, three pooling layers, and one fully connected
Softmax layer. The outputs in our model are two
classes genuine class and imposter class. Support
vector machine (SVM) was used for training the
proposed network. Table 1 clarifies the topology of
the proposed CNN. The convolutional layers extract
patterns found within local regions of the inputted
images that are common throughout the dataset by
convolving a template over the inputted image pixels
and outputting this as a feature map for each filter.

IV.

SIMULATION SETTINGS

4.1 Datasets
Through this study we have used two
datasets CASIA- FingerprintV5 for training the
proposed CNN and SDUMLA-HMT for testing.
CASIA-FingerprintV5 has 20000 fingerprint images
of 500 subjects including graduate students, workers
and waiters. Eight fingers of each subject were
scanned five times as gray-level BMP images with
resolution 328×356 pixels.
4.2 performance Metrics

Table 1. Settings of the proposed network

Rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation
function is an element-wise operation used after each
conventional operation for replacing negative pixel
values in the feature map by zero otherwise inputs
will be output directly if it is positive. ReLU is also
needed for enhancing non-linearity in fingerprint
images which are naturally non-linear in order to
allow fast learning especially we are using a large
dataset for training the CNN.
The results of the ReLU are forwarded to
max-pooling layer to collect the information within a
set of small local regions, to produce a smaller size
pooled feature maps as the output. Finally we have a
fully connected Multi-Layer Perceptron layer using
Softmax activation function. The fully connected
layer are responsible for classifying the high-level
features of the input image resulting from the
conventional and pooling layers into two classes
genuine and imposter
3.3
Majority check of patient and physician
authentication
This is the final stage of the proposed
authentication model where the model checks if both
the patient and the physician have been identified as
genuine the model will grant access of EHR of the
patient to the physician otherwise access will be
denied.
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4.3

Experimental environment
Two experiments were conducted, the first
experiment a survey study using SVM for evaluating
the fingerprint trait against face, iris and finger veins
taken from SDUMLA-HMT. The second experiment
was conducted for evaluating the proposed model
using fingerprint trait from CASIA-FingerprintV5
dataset for training and from SDUMLA-HMT for
testing.
These two experiments were conducted
using MATLAB R2019b image processing and
computer vision libraries on a core I7 laptop with 16
Gigabyte RAM and one Terabyte storage capacity.
Five well known classifiers were implemented for
evaluating the performance of the proposed model
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA), combined learning vector
quantization (CLVQ), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
and Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM).
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V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig 5 clarifies that fingerprint has achieved
the
highest
recognition
accuracy
98.7%
outperforming the other three traits iris 96.40% ,
finger vein 94% and finally face 93.7%. While in Fig
6 fingerprint has achieved the lowest FAR and FRR
0.07 and 0.05 respectively outperforming the other
three traits iris 0.17 and 0.09 , finger vein 0.1 and
0.089 and finally face 0.4 and 0.05.

For evaluating the proposed model
sensitivity, precision, specificity and accuracy of five
well known classifiers SVM, LDA, CLVQ , MLP
and RBM in addition to the proposed model. Fig 7
clarifies the sensitivity of the implemented classifiers
confirming the superiority of the proposed model
with 99.02% while the SVM has the least sensitivity
93.44%.
In Fig (8) the precision of the implemented
classifiers confirmed the superiority of the proposed
model and RBM with 100% precision while the MLP
has the least precision 98.96%.

Also in Fig. 9 the specificity of the
implemented classifiers confirmed the superiority of
the proposed model in addition to RBM with 100%
specificity while the MLP has the least specificity
83.33%.
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HMT. Results indicated that the proposed model
outperformed the other classifiers in sensitivity with
99.02% and accuracy with 99.06 % while RBM has
achieved equality with the proposed model in
precision with 100% and specificity with 100%.
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